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Mountain Writers Series 30 years and counting
Thirty years! Amazing, but true. The upcom-
ing season for Mountain Writers Series will
mark its 30th anniversary as a literary pro-
gramming force in the Pacific Northwest. 

What began as a small community college
reading series has evolved in the past three
decades into one of the longest running read-
ing series in the country and is now a com-
prehensive literary organization that serves
as the hub of a network of over 90 sponsors
in the Pacific NW—now the largest network
in existence. In addition, the organization
maintains Oregon’s only independent
writer’s center – the Mountain Writers
Center, located in SE Portland – that now
hosts writing workshops throughout the year,
houses a literary resource center for local
writers, and has a library of over 2000
books, literary videos, small magazines and
quarterlies. 

How did Mountain Writers Series begin in
1973? And why? – The energy of literary life
in Oregon was half of the impetus. Dozens
of readings were taking place in the Portland
metro area during the ‘70s; and in August of
1973 the first Portland Poetry Festival cele-
brated the written word throughout the city — in
taverns and galleries and the Washington Park
amphitheatre, featuring such notables as Richard
Hugo, Carolyn Kizer, Ken Kesey, Jack Gilbert and
a dozen or more Portland poets, among them
Primus St. John, Dick Bakken, Ed Edmo, and
Christopher Howell.  The other half of the impetus
for Mountain Writers Series was the vision of a
few instructors at Mt. Hood CC (Gresham OR)
where the English department had grown substan-
tially in the early ‘70s and included a half dozen
young writers. In the fall of 1973, energized by
the Portland Poetry Festival, these faculty mem-
bers returned to campus eager to generate a year-
round reading series.

Mt. Hood campus readings, held Friday at noon
during the academic year, were an immediate suc-
cess, drawing not only faculty and students, but

the Portland metro community. With 30 readings
annually, as well as an annual writer’s conference,
Mountain Writers Series was soon hosting a  cal-
endar of the Northwest’s finest emerging and
established writers  — among them Richard Hugo,
Carolyn Kizer, Vern Rutsala, Peter Sears, William
Stafford and David Wagoner, to name just a few.

In 1976, Mountain Writers Series scheduled its
first Northwest Regional Residency for the
Pulitzer Prize-winning poet W.S. Merwin. Also
scheduled in 1976, a reading by Mark Strand and
later a conference featuring Robert Hass and
Sandra McPherson.

Since the ‘70s, Mountain Writers Series has coor-
dinated hundreds of literary events in Oregon,
Washington, California, Alaska and Montana.
With sponsors sharing expenses and combining

Poetry

Its door opens near. It’s a shrine
by the road, it’s a flower in the parking lot
of The Pentagon, it says,“Look around,
listen. Feel the air.” It interrupts
international telephone lines with a tune.
When traffic lines jam, it gets out
and dances on the bridge. If great people
get distracted by fame they forget
this essential kind of breathing
and they die inside their gold shell.
When caravans cross deserts
it is the secret treasure hidden under the jewels.

Sometimes commanders take us over, and they
try to impose their whole universe,
how to succeed by daily calculation
I can’t eat that bread.

William Stafford

“Poetry” is reprinted with the kind permission 

of Confluence Press from “Even in Quiet Places”
Copyright 1996 by the Estate of William Stafford.
















